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Abstract
In vehicular communication systems vehicles and roadside units communicate in ad hoc manner to exchange information such as safety warnings and traffic information. As a cooperative
approach, vehicular communication systems can be more effective in avoiding accidents and
traffic congestion than current technologies where each vehicle tries to solve these problems
individually. However, introducing dependence of possibly safety-critical decisions in a vehicle on information from other systems, such as other vehicles or roadside units, raises severe
concerns to security issues. Security is an enabling technology in this emerging field because
without security some applications within those cooperating systems would not be possible at
all.
This talk addresses the security requirements elicitation step in the security engineering process for such vehicular communication systems. The method comprises the tracing down of
functional dependencies over system component boundaries right onto the origin of information as a functional flow graph. Based on this graph, we systematically deduce comprehensive
sets of formally defined authenticity requirements for the given security and dependability objectives. The proposed method thereby avoids premature assumptions on the security architecture’s structure as well as the means by which it is realised.
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